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Ah, spring in New England . . . it starts with the dispiriting sight of muddy late
snow, and ends in a glory of lilacs and birdsong. (And then two weeks later it
hits 90 degrees, because summer in New England is . . . not very springy.)
So let’s enjoy ourselves while we can! Plant a garden—or at least visit one.
(And the editorial staff thanks the Senate for the thought of NOT changing the
time every few months! If it passes the House, it still won’t happen until next
year, but it will give us something to look forward to, haha!)
We have some lovely art for you this quarter—a back cover from Tanshella
Branch, and some tasty samples from Heidi Lee’s portfolio—and if our poets
have wakened an old desire to make some art, consider making a pantoum (our
word of the month) as outlined in the article. It’s a lot of fun!
All unattributed art except this piece of tree (clip art! We confess!) is courtesy
of Idony Lisle.
Back issues and our communications form may be found at:
https://www.mbrlc.org/newsletter
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Reflecting on the eighties
by Mary Phillips
Being young
Horror films
Slumber parties
First kisses
Being free
The salt air
Of the California ocean
Protecting us
From the world at large
The punk scene
Coming into
Our small Trinidad town
Along with drugs
And the road
That would lead
To colored hair
And many earring holes
My best friend Amara
Her house the center
A revolving door
For mischief
And discovery
Young adulthood
With an addiction for suspense
Duran Duran; the pop band
And Madonna, our hero
Guided us

As we changed
And grew up
The fun times
Of innocence fading
Amidst the redwood trees
Who ever thought
That we would all
Disperse for good
I still carry
The memories

Of fun and fear
Of being a child
Of the eighties
A child
Of rock and roll
And hope
I’m not the only one
Who remembers in door recess?
And twirling on bars
And the rain
That always poured
And gave our hearts
The cozy feeling of family
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The Artist and Her Work:

"Veggie Galaxy" Acrylic on canvas. 30W x 24H. For Sale
The image is of me holding
the painting while at Veggie
Galaxy. I had stopped in the
restaurant to eat after picking
the painting up from Till Wave
Gallery and the maître’d noticed it and gave me the email
address of the owner.

They ended up featuring this
painting on their Instagram!
Which was great exposure.
—Kim Collins
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The Game of Life
by Michael Siena
Do you ever feel like you’re on
Candid Camera or MTV’s
Punk’D? When something
stressful happens, like I’m running out of time at the grocery
store before I have to get to
an appointment, I feel like I’m
on one of those hidden camera
shows or on some kind of cosmic gameshow. I imagine my
ancestors and others who have
passed are watching with attentiveness, intervening to

help me or impede me, placing
bets and giving each other
high fives as I succeed or fail.
The Greek and Roman gods
enjoyed watching the drama of
human affairs unfold and I imagine my higher power watching my actions with interest,
as well. I think of my higher
power seeing where I do well
and where I do poorly, where I
behave ethically and where I
behave selfishly, granting me
help when I ask but also sending me stress and adversity to
hone my life skills and remind
me who’s boss. I envision my
higher power setting the universe in motion with the Big
Bang and then reducing its
own omniscience so it doesn’t
know the future and thereby
enjoys existence as it’s unveiled over time. I picture my
higher power watching the terrible/beautiful spectacle of
evolution unravel on our planet
and others.
Life really is like a gameshow
sometimes. I show up to grow
up and my life is play if I allow
it to be. That means not taking
things too seriously. It’s easier
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said than done but not impossible for at least some of the time.
Life can be both difficult and fun. When the player is ready, the
challenge will appear. We can find pleasure in our hardship.
Life is definitely painful at times, too, but our wounds can heal.
Some of our emotional scrapes mend quickly with a little tender
love and care and the passage of some time. Some of our deeper
hurts may be with us for our lifetimes but we can care for them
and help alleviate some of their scope. Like a paramedic’s tool kit,
our recovery tool kits treat our spiritual bumps and bruises. Mindfulness is a balm for our souls. Our recovery friendships support
us like a sling and affirmations are bandages for our hearts.
The Greeks invented the Olympics and life is the ultimate Olympic
sport. Sometimes it’s an individual affair and sometimes it’s a
team sport. Sometimes it’s competitive and sometimes it’s cooperative. Sometimes it’s judged as win-lose and sometimes it’s
judged on artistry. Sometimes it’s not judged at all. Whatever the
case, there is enjoyment to be found even in hard times if I open
my heart and my mind to the possibility.
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Write Your Own
Poetry!

2b

by CD Collins and
Idony Lisle

4b

We’ve been having fun with
group-written pantoums! Anyone in the group comes up
with a line for a. It can be anything—don’t worry about how
long or short it is. You then
add another line for b. Then
the fun starts: The next line
must rhyme with the first one
(a) and then the fourth line
rhymes with b.
But the most entertaining thing
about pantoums is that the
lines repeat themselves in different locations—and from this
patterned randomness you get
a nifty poem! Here’s some examples, starting with the pattern so you can start creating
your own!:
1a
2b

3a
4b

5c
6 c.
5c
7d
6c
8d
7d
3a

8d
1a
Got it? It’s OK—just follow the
rules! Here’s the poetry our
Outsiders Club wrote:
Courage
The cat ran away with the
spoon
I stepped over the threshold
onto the plane

I’ve always felt like a loon
We’re all different, but we’re all
the same.
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Pride
I stepped over the threshold

It’s raining on the house top,

onto the plane

I am warm inside,

Whatever you do, don’t look
down.

The water rushes and doesn’t
stop,
I’m making a flag for pride.

We’re all different, but we’re
all the same.

I am warm inside

I’d rather make art than wear
a crown.

Reading a book by the fire,

Whatever you do, don’t look
down.

The situation is not so dire

Keep going, don’t give up the
fight.
I’d rather make art than wear
a crown

I’m making a flag for pride,

Reading a book by the fire

With a cat in my lap
The situation is not so dire

Mom said two wrongs don’t
make a right.
Keep going, don’t give up
the fight
I’ve always felt like a loon
Mom said two wrongs don’t
make a right
The cat ran away with the
spoon.

“Hummingbird”—Stacy Shorr
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I’m making a flag for pride,

Human

The situation is not so dire

by the Best Supporter
group

Reading a book by the fire

Life is uncertain,

With a cat in my lap

Oh my God,

The situation is not so dire

Help me pull back the curtain,

Our mission, possible without
a map

If you truly love me you’ll
spare the rod.

With a cat in my lap

Oh my God,

the water rushes and doesn’t
stop

Life isn’t easy,

Our mission, possible without
a map

It’s raining on the housetop.

If you truly love me you’ll
spare the rod,
Close the window, it’s very
breezy.
Life isn’t easy,
I’m only human,
Close the window, it’s very
breezy,
I am human, I am Indian.
I’m only human
Help me pull back the curtain
I am human; I am Indian

Life is uncertain



“Restoration”—Heidi Lee
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We each hold the
power
by Heidi Lee
A beautiful friend just sent me
a message saying “happy
world bipolar day!” which is
March 30 this year. (I love
you, Nikki)
I’m not quite sure how I feel
about a day that commemorates an illness I wouldn’t
wish on my greatest enemy.

Even still, I accept her well
wishes as a loving prompt to
say that we each hold the
power to combat stigma
against mental illness by
speaking about it.
Lately, I’ve come to this realization that stigma is the
greatest reason why those
struggling choose to isolate.
And secrecy plus shame is
truly the most potent ingredients to feeling like you are
alone in this battle — when
that is far from the truth.
A quarter of us struggle with
some mental health condition
that impacts our daily function. Despite this statistic,
most of us choose to remain
silent for fear of what others
may think of us or how we
may be perceived in the private and public sector.
I fear this as well, but what I
fear even more is the potential for others to experience a
level of pain that leads one to
be so desperate for relief that
death seems the only option.
”Looking Up.” Stacy Shorr
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And you begin to accept the
lie that you are a great burden
to others, that they would be
far better off without your existence.
In my over eight years working closely with the homeless
population, I can confidently
conclude that one does not

””Hummingbird 2” Stacy Shorr

become homeless because
they run out of means or even
lose their job. These circumstantial factors oftentimes impact an individual who starts
losing their safety nets, but is
often not the determining factor.

Previous trauma, combined
with treated/untreated mental
health conditions, selfmedication to manage the
pain, as well as substance use
disorder more often than not
precipitates the destruction of
once meaningful relationships
and networks that are essential for one’s sustainability in
times of crisis.
The truth of the matter is that
one cannot recover from a
mental health condition or crisis as an island. If you observe anyone who has
“successfully” managed their
mental health condition for
prolonged periods of time, you
will see that it is due to their
“village” of dedicated individuals who have undeniably
proved perseverance in creative ways worth recognition.
But as anyone who has cared
for someone with a serious
mental health condition will
understand, oftentimes they
themselves also require therapy. And immense self-care.
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Because not only is managing
a mental health condition a
full-time job for the individual,
it requires no less than the
spirit, body, and soul of the
caretaker too.
So today, I want to recognize
all the beloved caretakers who
allow us to remember such
days as one of Hope — rather
than one of sad memories of
precious lives cut short due to
suicide, rather than tearful
memories of permanent damage done to relationships, and
perhaps even stereotypical
images of “brilliant”
artists cutting their ear off in
moments of artistic frenzy.
These caretakers are not perfect individuals. They often fall
short as we all do. But just
like the survivors of the condition, they get back up again
and hold tightly to the hope
that recovery is possible.

those of you who have battled
both physical and mental
health chronic conditions, you
know what I mean.
The recovery is nonlinear. It is
often not filled with encouraging stories with silver linings.
But it is part of the current
human story.
I have dedicated the remainder of my life to helping others feel safe in their suffering.
Not to deny their pain but to
acknowledge and validate it.
Because sometimes there is
great power in knowing that
you simply cannot help alleviate their pain—
—and that your presence
alone may be enough for now.



This illness is by no means a
casserole illness. And for
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This Ability
by Richard
Sheingold
Some say we have a bad
disability
I say we have a very good
ability
This ability instead of disability okay
Makes us do many good
things each day
Have you ever checked out
the art
This ability could sell easily
at Walmart
Abstract, portraits or even
spring scenes
There's no disability is what
this means
What about poetry so meaningful and deep

This ability is for all of us to
keep
Free flow, rhyming, it really
doesn't matter

“Sacrifice”—Heidi Lee

Upon hearing it there is positive chatter
Art and poems are okay but
music is cool
This ability is heard by wise or
fool
Guitar, piano, and of course
the drums
These players are not all
thumbs
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And love is what keeps us all
alive
This ability glows we slap each
other five
We are not full of disability at
all
We always answer when hearing the call



Survivors Guide to the Wild
by Frank
Once upon a time, there were three middle aged outdoorsy
people and a millennial who signed up for a reality game
show. The rules of the game show were that each contestant
could only bring one item with them and they would have to
collaborate as a group and survive four weeks in a deserted
island.

The Leader of the group Lance, aged 45, brought a machete
with him. Jessica, age 40, brought a fire starter. Vanessa, age
35, brought a spear. Jimmy, age 22, possibly the most naive
member of the team, brought a smartphone with him.
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The four team members were taken by helicopter to the wilderness. Lance, the leader starts assessing everyone's item. He
says, “I can use my machete to cut firewood and Jessica can
make a fire with her fire starter. Vanessa can use her spear to
catch some fish and we could cook the fish over the fire.”
He looks at Jimmy and asks him what item he brought with him.
Jimmy takes out his smartphone.
Lance gives Jimmy an angry look. Lance says, “How is a
smartphone going to help us in the middle of the wilderness?”
Jimmy says, “Ah, but you underestimate the power of technology.” Jimmy goes on the Amazon app on his phone and orders a
bunch of supplies and pizza by drone delivery.
A few hours passed, and nothing happened. Jimmy looks on his
phone: It says, “No Connection.”
Lance says, “Ah, but you underestimate the power of being an
idiot.”

“Redemption #2” —Heidi Lee
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Untitled
by Heidi Lee
I am grateful this morning for
collective memory.
I've been battling debilitating
bipolar depression, disassociation, flashbacks, nightmares,
insomnia, along with three
weeks inpatient within the
past several weeks.
one wise friend noted:

“collective memory”
She wrote:
“So as I am writing to you, I
remember your smiling face
on our walks through the Arboretum and how you took
pictures of the trees.
I remember your enthusiasm
for the world. I remember
you!”
these are life giving reminders
as I pick myself back up again

“what is so awful about mental illness is that we don't remember what it feels like to
feel well."

attempting not to feel like a
failure again

my mentor reminded me this
morning that because of this,
we need to be each other's

sitting in the extreme agony
of pain within

starting life all over again
learning how to love myself
again

clinging to the hope that this
too shall pass
that not everything is futile
and that fighting to live for
others is okay enough for now
because eventually
we will relearn
how to live for ourselves too
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for today,
I hold tight to her words..
“I remember you!”
I am learning that when our minds are so preoccupied with the
sickness within,
a good thing to do
is to be still.
and let such simple life giving truths
sink in.






“Sojourner”— Heidi Lee
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